
For years we have put out few or no "FLYERS." A flyer can be one sheet of paper. We used to put out dozens. Greatly liked by our readers. Very disappointed when we discontinued due to going on "BOOK RATE." Where everything has to be stapled. We are trying this method where we may use a "FLYER" as an "INSERT" or several grouped together. REMOVE the staple and they will fall apart. Or pull the insert loose. THIS WAY we could perhaps keep extras that you could send for. ALWAYS REMEMBER that you can xerox extra copies.

Some flyers we will do just enough to be used as "INSERTS" with a booklet. Others such as "BABYLON" or "3 BABYLONs" we may run as many as we can = up to 6,000. That is the LIMIT with paper "MASTERS." Then we can use that one again in a later publication, or use 2 of them so you have one to send to a friend. WE LIKE THIS IDEA.

"EVERY WIND of Doctrine will be blowing...in the shaking, testing time." T5:80. AND THE NEXT PAGE carries a continuation of "WIND" that few connect. So we will ZERO in on that = the subject of "WIND"

Out on the prairies = WIND would cause devastation. Wind would start sand shifting = entire farms would be abandoned due to drifting sand even burying fences and buildings. People did not generally recognize that the land was abused and shifting back to desert.

TV news documentation = areas in Africa flourishing and even prosperous only a few years ago = the desert is increasing = so that fight as they may = the desert is expanding and leaving skeletons of buildings and animals. The desert has encroached on the land = life can no longer exist there. NO RAIN they fight a losing battle. ONLY ONE SOLUTION = get "OUT!!" move.

HOW does this apply to the THEOLOGICAL FIELD? THE ADVENTIST DESSERT? It is in SM 1:205. B2:54-5. "Their foundation would be built on the sand, and storm and tempest would sweep away the structure." SM 1:205. "When the shaking comes, by the introduction of false theories (doctrines of demons from "our pulpits!" TM 409.) these surface readers, anchored nowhere (the "most holy place" is the "anchor!" Ew 254-6) anchored nowhere, are like shifting sand. They slide into ANY POSITION..." TM 112. -1-
"THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY."

NOTHING would stand SECURE in the DROUGHT = the WIND = the SAND = and the FAMINE. Here called the:"OMEGA OF APOSTASY." As FAR as they can go = RIGHT BACK into the Arms of "BABYLON." TRUTHS will be BURIED that we once held Dear.

TUMBLE WEEDS

Once GREEN and looking alive, but no Animal would eat them. DRIED OUT = they would TUMBLE and LODGE in huge PILES against FENCES and BUILDINGS = and the SAND would pile the HIGHER. THE MAIN TUMBLE WEED mentioned in T5:80 to 81 = "EVERY WIND of DOCTRINE would be BLOWING...SUPREME HOMAGE (WHAT would they WORSHIP above all else?) SUPREME HOMAGE to "SCIENCE FALSELY SO-CALLED" will NOT be the LEADERS THEN...HE CANNOT USE THEM...in the SHAKEING, TESTING TIME...There are PRECIOUS ONES NOW HIDDEN who have NOT bowed the knee to BAAL. They have NOT had the LIGHT...CHAFF like a CLOUD will be borne away on the WIND...are CUT DOWN as CUMBERERS of the ground, when MULTITUDES (are they looking for HOUTEFF and GROTHEER'S "MULTITUDES" to come IN = ?) when MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are (CUT DOWN)!...then the HIDDEN ONES will be REVEALED TO VIEW... Those who have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL...will be as DAVID - willing to DO and DARE...SATAN will sorely harass the FAITHFUL ///. . . . THEN" will "THE CHURCH" of Christ APPEAR . . ." T5:80-2. 1882.

THE DROUGHT

that hit AFRICA 3 or 4 years ago = the LATEST NEWS = Aug. 14 1987 = is BACK with a VENGEANCE - probably WORSE than ever. The MONSOONS that brought RAIN = this "LATTER RAIN" did not come on which the Life of AFRICA DEPENDS = the SAME with INDIA = the spectrum of the WORST FAMINE IN HISTORY - is at the Door. TIGHTEN YOUR BELTS! It was all PROPHECIED.

AT A TIME

when the Nations they would depend on to FEED THEM = the North American Continent = has a MONETARY CRISIS imposed by ENEMIES of God and the State = the BANKERS = are FORCING FARMERS to go BANKRUPT = one every 6 minutes...going on for YEARS. Where do these Devils think it will End? Them getting RICHER? By the SAME ILLUMINATI that wanted CHRIST to help them set up a "ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT" by FORCE of ARMS: (To this Day!) They must REAP as they have SOWN = this is the PROMISE of God! "GIVE US BARABBAS!" was the Choice. A REVOLUTIONARY gathering ARMS to OVERTHROW THE GOVERNMENT. Was that a SOLUTION? WILSON going to the REDS = as the JEWS went to PILATE - did that HELP THEM? Or will this HISTORY be REPEATED? Whether GROTHEER believes it or not! The "ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION" on this people because WILSON=EVA=HAMMILL cast the "PLACE" of His Sanctuary to the "GROUND!!" 2-
THE MAIN ADVENTIST RELIGION

Thrown to the Moles and the Bats = in 1980. Too long to quote here = CONNECT = Daniel 8:9,11-14,17,19,23-25. 9:2, 4,16-18,26-27.11:23,30-36,40. 12:1,4,7-13. Hosea 4:14,17. THE WILSON WOLF=PAC SLAVERING FOR THE KILL. HUNGRY FOR BLOOD. They will GET IT = just like the BARABBAS GANG.

THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM

Starting with Matt.23:24-28,33,37,38. "Your House is left unto you DESOLATE!" verse 38. NEXT CHAPTER = Matt.24:15-21. THEREFORE the WISE leave the FOOLISH in Matt. 25:...

IN THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38 when we see the SIGNS = "HIS PEOPLE" are to "FLEE!" = to "ESCAPE!" "CHANGED in your GC 37 to "THE WORLD" is to "FLEE!" (Into that "CHURCH=SYNAGOGUE" naturally! where else?)

IF WE UNDERSTAND GROTHEER is his "THE JEWISH EQUATION" part one = XX - IV.(April 1987) the CHURCH being the "NEW" holy place..." is by GROTHEER termed: "THIS FICTITIOUS CONCEPT."
p.2. Thus the GANGS are FORMING. The STANDISH-SPEARS "PHARISEES" and the GROTHEER-HUDSON "SADDUCEES" = destined to BOTH UNITE to CRUCIFY the SAINTS = find a COMMON GROUND.

"EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE" in this "SHAKING, TESTING TIME" is SEPARATING the WHEAT from the CHAFF = the GOLD from the DROSS = the WISE from the FOOLISH..."IN THE LAST SOLEMN WORK..." T5:80. "...DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are in THE CHURCH... will be LEFT without the SEAL of God...Here we see that "THE CHURCH"...was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of God..."PEACE and SAFETY" is the Cry from...These DUMB DOGS... all PERISH together..." T5:210-1. RH A2:105. A5:238,242,386.

IN WINDY DOCTRINE TIME

when "KEEPING" the Law and "BUILDING" a Character was TOO HARD for BRINSMEAD=FORD=HEPPENSTALL=and=BAUER to win any "GREAT MULTITUDE" = when the "NEW THEOLOGY" went over to the JEWISH TALMUD = MORMONISM = and the EVANGELICALS with BILLY GRAHAM = with that "EASY STREET" "CUT-RATE" BARGAIN CENTER SALVATION = in which you are now "SAVED=HOLY=INNLESS" without "EFFORT" = by "FAITH ALONE!" "Ye shall be as GODS!" (I hear some have gone BEYOND THAT! and "WE ARE GODS!") = expect ANYTHING now = "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND!" = expect it from your dearest Friends or Relatives. Do you PLEAD with them? ONCE. "AN HERETIC after the FIRST and SECOND ADMONITION = REJECT!" (Are YOU so STRONG that YOU will NOT be taken in the SNARE? or do you LIKE it the way THEY LIKE it! = ?) "Come APART and be ye SEPARATE!" See Series B7:64. (Perhaps also in B:206.)
"THE ANGEL DECLARES"

"HERE are they that "KEEP" the COMMANDMENTS of God and the "FAITH" of Jesus." 1884 GC 275-6. (The "ANGEL" shot down in your GC 436.) "THE CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of God and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN. In THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in "THE CHURCH!" T5:81. WE SHOULD PUT OUT A FLYER ON "BLIND!"

What does it mean to be "BLIND!" A BLIND LAODICEAN, and PROUD of it....this Sort want to hear "NO CRITICISM!" getting LOUDER every Day. This has been THE MAIN RELIGION of LUKEWARM LAODICEANS since the Days of OLD. BEGUILING: "FROOM."

Being BLIND is a VIRTUE! But this may not make them feel so Good: "But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of "ALL" those who do not thus "SEE" ...and do not FEEL...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary." T3:267. RH A2:49. "...BEGIN at My Sanctuary. Then they BEGIN at the ANCIENT MEN which were BEFORE the HOUSE." T5:211.

THEY HAD NO BUSINESS

being "BEFORE" the House - with their FACES toward the EAST. THEY HAD NO BUSINESS not knowing the "WAY" into the MOST HOLY PLACE as HAMMILL the EVOLUTIONIST said in 1980. They did not "KNOW" the "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION." BLIND as BATS in the VIRGINIA COAL FIELDS! "I saw the THIRD ANGEL pointing UPWARDS, showing the."WAY" to the HOLIEST of the Heavenly Sanctuary." EW 254-5. (But they PREFER to cast the "PLACE" of His Sanctuary = "TO THE GROUND!" in 1980.)

AND THUS AWAIT

"...DESOLOCATIONS are determined...and for the overspreading of ABOMINATIONS he shall make it DESOLATE." Daniel 9:26-7. 16-19. "These DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

STAYED TOGETHER - SLAYED TOGETHER!

Since this is dealing LARGELY with the "SHAKING" = see the "SHAKING" chapter - T1:179. EW 269. Find 3 "SOMES" there. Encircle the Word. COLOR the FIRST ONE "RED." Because they will be SAVED and WHY they will be SAVED. Color the other 2 in BLACK or BLUE = and see WHY they will be LOST. What could be MORE IMPORTANT than to know this? Are you TIRED of HEARING it? "...the ANGELS LEFT those who made NO EFFORT.." T1:181. EW 270."SATAN (and BRINSMEAD) RECALLS...his STUBBORN PERSISTENCE in making NO EFFORT..." GC 669. 1884 GC 485. (When God WOULD have granted him "FORGIVENESS!" )"THE SAD-DUCEES...DENIED that the Spirit of God works through HUMAN "EFFORTS"..." DA 604. (Is there any more important Subject?)

HOW TO BE LEFT BY THE ANGELS OF GOD.

"The ANGELS of God...LEFT those who made "NO EFFORT!"... LEAVING these to the "CONTROL" of EVIL ANGELS."

(THANK GOD = you have a CHANCE to RECOVER!) -4-